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New small competitors are entering the market with more convenient, healthier soups and new flavors which
are becoming popular among customers, like the Mexican and Asian flavors. When making hard decisions it is
always better, in my opinion, to have everyone on board. However, its also important to target the new
segment since research shows a high percentage of consumers have the same mindset. To say that conditions
would be worse for these women is absolutely false. According to Tipha, Brannigan should keep investing
increasingly in the growth categories of dry soups and healthier soups as theyre very promising. However, this
plan tackles the weaknesses Brannigan presents currently in the soup industry. However, this is all given that
the research truly finds a superior product. Dry soups are another segment that is growing. Weaknesses: The
soup industry as a whole has been on a consistent decline over the last several years. Risk of options:
Increased promotional spending may not translate in to growth as projected. In many developing and
under-developed countries, the situation is dire: lack of modern health services, illiteracy, poor economic
conditions has created Should Prostitution Be Legalized? Annabelles acquisition did not meet expectations.
On the other hand it provides Clark with 4 proposals instead of one. This point must be considered by Clark
when making his decision. The company cannot ignore these product lines for achieving long term growth and
maintaining its position as market leader in the future. Qualitative and quantitative analysis is of utmost
importance to forecast possible futures and stay ahead of the game. It would take a large investment in
advertising and promotion if they kept the acquired brands, if they changed into their own, there was a greater
risk of cannibalization and of losing shelf space in big retailers. It will enable easy entry to the recently
evolved popular flavour and healthier categories Asian flavours. A consumer can switch brands relatively
easily and at little to no cost. Advantages and Disadvantages Introducing new recipes to this market segment
from the new line of soup will further propel the brand s perceived image as a consumer oriented that remains
loyal to core consumers but is also willing to offer new products to new segments. The plan of action should
be mainly led by the proposal who Bob Pugh made, a short-term strategy that would stop the slide on profits,
which would subsequently help to finance the longer-term plan that Srikant Tipha suggested. Although soup is
fast and easy, it is most often high in sodium and loaded with preservatives, with important consumer
segments demanding healthier options to the already popular soups. Not only are they craving healthy soups,
but also more dry-mix soups and premade deli soups with exotic flavors. Skirant wants to induce trial by
increasing advertising; to provide coupling for new flavors: Gazpacho for the warmer months and Teriyaki for
positioning in the fast growing Asian soups category. The four managers with a better understanding of the
operations in their own departments have communicated what aspects will add the most value to the company.
Brannigan Foods maintains roughly a 40 percent share of the market, and is a highly developed brand.
However, the relationship is becoming strained as Brannigan needs more shelf-space for its various new
products and retailers are unwilling to increase the shelf space for Brannigan, as they dont want one company
to monopolize all their shelf space. Comprehensive Summary of market situation Declining sales within the
industry as a whole and a slump in Brannigans soup division sales has created problems for Clark and his
colleagues. However, to create two winning recipes, the company likely has to go through with producing
multiple duds which might have tested well on a small scale, but end up failing when introduced on a full
scale. The ready to eat lines had brought so much profit for them in the past why not expand on it. Volume vs
profit2. According to Census Bureau data, the concentration ratio, CR, for the 4 largest food retailers is
relatively high indicating that this industry is highly concentrated with very few constituting a large portion of
the market. With joint synergies, the new acquired products would have a margin increase by reducing costs.


